USS GENEVA MISSION TRANSCRIPT 9904.23

Host Bob_AGM says:
=/\==/\==/\=RESUME MISSION=/\==/\==/\=
TO_Blair says:
::on the bridge having just arrived::
CTO_Ian says:
::at TAC station::
CO_Riker says:
::looks at the door panel::
XO_Madred says:
::kicking at TL panel as hard as he can::
FCO_Tovik says:
::steps into TL:: TL: bridge.
TO_Blair says:
::walks up to Ian:: CTO: specific orders Ian?
OPS_Marti says:
:: At OPS ::
CNS_Edge says:
::sits next to the XO on the bridge::
Udoit says:
::heading towards engineering...::
CSO_Modan says:
:: on the bridge at Sci station ::
CO_Riker says:
::sees that it is re-activated;  presses the "reset" button::
XO_Madred says:
::rips at the panel with his fingers::
CTO_Ian says:
TO: Just check for any glitches in systems
CO_Riker says:
::walks towards the door and it opens::
FCO_Tovik says:
::steps out onto the bridge::
CMO_Taurik says:
::in sickbay::
CO_Riker says:
Self: Yes
TO_Blair says:
CTO: Alright... ::starts to check over the weapon systems and all security on the ship::
CSO_Modan says:
:: staring at the many sensor readouts ::
Udoit says:
::enters Engineering.....::
Udidit says:
::with counterpart::
CO_Riker says:
::walks to the nearest TL and goes to the Bridge::
XO_Madred says:
::kicks at the panel one last time for good measure and then gives his uniform tunic a tug as the TL comes to a stop::
FCO_Tovik says:
::walks over to the helm and takes a seat::
CO_Riker says:
::taps COMM badge::
CNS_Edge says:
::wonders where his head is as he does not see the XO::
CTO_Ian says:
TO: you can have tactical I heading to my quarters
CO_Riker says:
*XO*: Commander, I'm on my way up to the bridge.
FCO_Tovik says:
::taps some controls on the helm::
TO_Blair says:
::notices nothing out of the unordinary:: CTO All seems fine , will do.. Takes Ian's station::
FCO_Tovik says:
::looks at the engine efficiency::
CTO_Ian says:
::heads to TL::
CSO_Modan says:
:: preparing a preliminary report on Jelly ::
TO_Blair says:
::takes a look around the bridge noticing the absence of the XO::
Udoit says:
Ensign in engineering: We are here..... We will check your diagnostic tables
Udidit says:
Ensign in engineering: And report back to the XO.
CTO_Ian says:
::exits TL and heads for quarters::
CO_Riker says:
::the TL doors open and walks onto the bridge::
XO_Madred says:
::walks down the corridor into Main Engineering.  planning on taking a quick look around before heading for the Ready Room::
CTO_Ian says:
::enters quarters::
TO_Blair says:
::nods at the Captain as he looks her way::
Udoit says:
<EIE>Bynars: Sounds like a plan.....go ahead
CO_Riker says:
TO: Hi, Lt. Blair.
CMO_Taurik says:
::downloads the medical info on the CTO into a data PADD::
TO_Blair says:
CO: Hello Captain. ::small smile::
CSO_Modan says:
OPS: Lt. what are your preliminary conclusions about the Jelly?
CNS_Edge says:
::sees the Captain:: ALL: CO on the bridge ::stands at attention:: CO: Good to see you again how was your work in SCI wing?
XO_Madred says:
::checks in with a few engineers checking to see how repairs are progressing .... hears that the CEO is off in the Nacelle Control Room::
CSO_Modan says:
:: stands at attention ::
OPS_Marti says:
CSO: The dead zone is composed of graviton particles, but I'm not able to ascertain his structure
XO_Madred says:
::signs off on a few reports and heads for the nearest TL:: TL: Deck One.
CO_Riker says:
CNS: And I you, CNS.  My work is going good.
CMO_Taurik says:
::exits sickbay::
CSO_Modan says:
OPS: Maybe we should collect a sample
Udoit says:
::walks over to starship configuration console...::
Udidit says:
::starts inputting queries.::
CO_Riker says:
CNS: I just need a break and try to help with things
OPS_Marti says:
CSO: Sir, we already have a sample from the helmet 
TO_Blair says:
::sends a report to security on deck four to begin a simulated testing of the fire alarms::
CMO_Taurik says:
::heads for the bridge::
CO_Riker says:
::takes a seat in the CO chair::
OPS_Marti says:
CSO: You should have analyzed it by now
CNS_Edge says:
CO: Glad to hear it.
CO_Riker says:
CNS: How are things coming along?
XO_Madred says:
::listens leaning against a bulkhead as the TL whirs its way through the ship ..... rubs his tired eyes::
CSO_Modan says:
OPS: I did but we can do much more with a sample.
CMO_Taurik says:
::enters TL:: Computer: Bridge.
FCO_Tovik says:
CO: Welcome back to the bridge Sir.
TO_Blair says:
::running a hand over her console she wipes off the smudges left behind by the last TAC on duty::
CSO_Modan says:
OPS: We can study its effects on the ship further.
CMO_Taurik says:
::TL moving for the bridge::
CO_Riker says:
FCO: Thank you, Num. 2.
Udoit says:
::hmm preliminary readings..::
Udidit says:
::coming in....11011100110...everything is within normal parameters::
CNS_Edge says:
::looks at the CO:: CO: It is about time I spoke with Mr Connolly ::picks up a PADD and heads to lan's quarters where he finds a SEC Officer::
XO_Madred says:
::steps out onto the bridge and glances about::
OPS_Marti says:
CSO: Sir, we are in route for Starbase 173 and I'm not sure it is a good idea to turn around to collect another sample
CO_Riker says:
::nods::
TO_Blair says:
::deck 7 reports all is well and she moves them to deck 8 to finish up the last of this weeks test alerts::
CSO_Modan says:
OPS: I know...I guess that SFC will dispatch a science ship to that area.
XO_Madred says:
::heads towards the Science Station on the starboard side::
CO_Riker says:
FCO: Number 2, set a course for Starbase 173, max speed.
CTO_Ian says:
::listens to music::
TO_Blair says:
::glances at the XO and then back to her console::
CMO_Taurik says:
::TL stops. Doors open and Taurik steps onto the bridge::
FCO_Tovik says:
CO: Aye
FCO_Tovik says:
::course laid in::
XO_Madred says:
::hears the order and looks up nodding his approval:: CSO: What's the scoop?
CNS_Edge says:
::looks at the officer and then turns to the CTO's door and chimes it::
CMO_Taurik says:
::glances around the room and sees XO moving towards the Science Station::
OPS_Marti says:
CSO: I've tried to scan the area and determine its density but most of the readings were not confirmed because of calibration defects
CO_Riker says:
::looks at the View Screen::
CTO_Ian says:
DOOR: it open
CNS_Edge says:
::steps inside the door:: CTO: Mr. Connolly care to join me in my office? I have not gotten to speak with you and I thought this would be the best time.
FCO_Tovik says:
CO: course laid in sir.
CO_Riker says:
FCO: Engage.
Host Bob_AGM says:
FINALLY, THE GENEVA LEAVES THE ROMULAN SHIP OFF AND RETURNS TO ITS ORIGINAL MISSION, HEADING TO STARBASE 173 FOR MINOR REPAIRS AND SOME REST AND RELAXATION
TO_Blair says:
::continued scans of the present area show nothing out of the ordinary::
FCO_Tovik says:
::engages warp drive::
CSO_Modan says:
CSO/XO: Most of our scans were inconclusive... I think that we needed a sample for further study.
CTO_Ian says:
CNS: that would be okay
Host Bob_AGM says:
SHIPS HULL INTEGRITY SCANNERS REVEAL THAT THERE IS A PROBLEM
XO_Madred says:
::frowns:: CSO: I think not .... can't you get one off of the ship's hull?
CMO_Taurik says:
::walks towards XO. Stops a few steps behind him::
CNS_Edge says:
::nods::
CO_Riker says:
XO: Number 1, how are things going down there?
XO_Madred says:
::looks up at Taurik:: CMO: Yes doctor?
OPS_Marti says:
:: monitoring hull integrity ::
Host Bob_AGM says:
THERE IS AN UNUSUALLY HIGH DEGREE OF BARYON SHOWING UP ON THE SCANNERS
CNS_Edge says:
CTO: My intention is to get this behind us, as it is we need our fine CTO on the bridge and not confined to quarters.
TO_Blair says:
:: a beep at her console has her look down to investigate::
Udoit says:
::checks minor configuration of hull integrity::
CMO_Taurik says:
XO: Reporting as ordered commander.
OPS_Marti says:
:: Compensating field ::
XO_Madred says:
::looks across the bridge at the Captain:: CO: Captain, things in Engineering are under control, sir.
CSO_Modan says:
XO: WE would need to stop for me to go outside and scrape it of...we will take a sample once we reach the SB.
OPS_Marti says:
CO: Sir we have a structural problem on deck 6
CTO_Ian says:
CNS; I am not confined, but was requested to stay off the bridge ever once and a while
OPS_Marti says:
CO: We are losing hull integrity
Host Bob_AGM says:
APPARENTLY, IT IS SOMETHING THAT HAS BEEN BUILDING UP, SOMETHING THAT PERHAPS THE "DEAD ZONE" IS BRINGING OUT INTO THE LIGHT OF THE SCANNERS
XO_Madred says:
::nods:: CSO: good idea .... ::points Taurik towards Rikerson::
CNS_Edge says:
::John walks aside the CTO and they walk out to the corridor and John turns to the SEC:: I will be taking Ian Connolly to my office.
XO_Madred says:
::looks up at Jean's report::
CSO_Modan says:
CO: I am detecting an unusual concentration of Baryon particles.
CMO_Taurik says:
::nods his head in acknowledgement::
OPS_Marti says:
XO: please check deck 6 and verify hull integrity
TO_Blair says:
::nods at CSO:: CO: I find the same thing sir..
OPS_Marti says:
::Scanning radiation levels ::
CO_Riker says:
CSO: Lt. Modane, can you pull a double shift?
OPS_Marti says:
CMO: Report
CMO_Taurik says:
::walks towards the CO. Stops a few steps to his left::
CSO_Modan says:
CO: Yes sir.
CNS_Edge says:
::walks to the TL entering it:: TL: Deck 5 Section B
XO_Madred says:
::looks across the bridge at Marti and wonders when OPS started ordering him around:: OPS: I am right here, Mister Jean.
CO_Riker says:
CSO: Try to patch up the breach.
CTO_Ian says:
CNS: so what exactly do you want to know
CMO_Taurik says:
OPS: There is nothing to report right now.
OPS_Marti says:
XO: Sir we are losing hull integrity somebody has to take care of it
CSO_Modan says:
CO: we should investigate the hull problem.
OPS_Marti says:
CMO: I'm picking up readings of baryon particles
TO_Blair says:
::looks at the CO waiting for him to respond::
XO_Madred says:
::nods:: CSO: you are with me Mister Modane ..... ::heads for a TL::
Host Bob_AGM says:
THE GENEVA MAKES ITS WAY TO STARBASE 173
CO_Riker says:
CSO: Yes, go ahead
CNS_Edge says:
::looks to the CTO:: CTO: The paperwork is at my desk.
CSO_Modan says:
:: follows the XO ::
CNS_Edge says:
::as the TL comes to a stop he walks out with the other officers and heads for his office opening the door and entering the office to set at his desk::
CO_Riker says:
CMO: Yes, Doctor. Can I help you?
Udoit says:
::reseats diagnostic tables...::
Udidit says:
::inputs data manifolds::
XO_Madred says:
TL: Deck Six ..... ::nods at Talis as he steps in with him::
CMO_Taurik says:
OPS: Perhaps you should notify engineering. Baryon particles is not a medical problem...
OPS_Marti says:
:: Updating maintenance manifest ::
CNS_Edge says:
CTO: Have a seat Mr. Connolly ::picking up a PADD then lifting his eyes to see the SEC Officer::
CMO_Taurik says:
CO: Reporting as ordered, Captain.
Host Bob_AGM says:
STARBASE 173 IS LOCATED IN A STAR SYSTEM WHICH HAS SEVERAL PLANETS, THE FOURTH OF WHICH IS CLASS M
XO_Madred says:
*Eng*: Damage Repair Team Alpha to Deck 6.
CTO_Ian says:
::seats down:: CNS:
Host Bob_AGM says:
THE BASE IS LOCATED ON THE PLANET’S SURFACE
CNS_Edge says:
SEC: Your dismissed Ensign!
CSO_Modan says:
XO: The Jelly on the hull might be the cause of these problems.
FCO_Tovik says:
CO: Sir, ETA to Starbase is one day, 2 hrs.
Host Bob_AGM says:
IT DOES HAVE AN ORBITING SPACE DOCK FOR PERFORMING SHIP REPAIRS, BUT THE MAIN BASE IS PLANETSIDE
XO_Madred says:
::nods in agreement as the TL stops and he moves down the corridor::
CO_Riker says:
FCO: Noted, Number 2.
CTO_Ian says:
CNS: So, you trust me? Not many people do any more.
CSO_Modan says:
XO: And I have one more suggestion, we should land the ship to the planet for a closer inspection.
CSO_Modan says:
::follows the XO ::
Udoit says:
*XO*: Bynars here...
CNS_Edge says:
SEC: This meeting is protected by Starfleet privacy policies. Get out of my site! ::watches as the SEC leaves::
Udidit says:
::rechecks data::
TO_Blair says:
::continues with her own work, keeping an eye on the hull scans::
XO_Madred says:
::raises an eyebrow at the CSO:: CSO: Starbase 173 has a fully equipped space dock ... I doubt that will be necessary ::stops at an access hatch::
OPS_Marti says:
:: Preparing docking procedure ::
XO_Madred says:
*CIV*: Go ahead.....
CO_Riker says:
CMO: Have a seat, Dr.
CNS_Edge says:
::looks up at the CTO and there is a short pause:: CTO: I do... and I believe you have told us what you can.
Udoit says:
*XO*: diagnostics report we may need a Baryon sweep to get all the "Jello" bacteria off our hull.
OPS_Marti says:
:: Accessing engineering command codes ::
CMO_Taurik says:
::sits down where the CO motioned::
OPS_Marti says:
:: Preparing baryon sweep ::
XO_Madred says:
::frowns as he crawls into the jeffries tubes after grabbing a tricorder:: *CIV*: Understood ... report to deck 6.
CNS_Edge says:
CTO:  Ian my intentions are to clear your record and get  you back to your post. Sound good to you? ::looks at the CTO::
TO_Blair says:
::receives reports from all security on all decks... all well::
Udoit says:
::deck 6..::
Udidit says:
::???::
CTO_Ian says:
CNS: yes
Host Bob_AGM says:
THE BUILDUP OF BARYON PARTICLE ON THE HULL APPEARS TO BE UNUSUALLY HIGH FOR THE PERIOD OF TIME THE GENEVA HAS BEEN TRAVELING THROUGH HYPERSPACE
CNS_Edge says:
CTO: Now people for the past three weeks have been asking what they should do with you. Now I think it is fair that we get your opinion. So what would you do in my shoes?
CSO_Modan says:
:: closely following the XO ::
XO_Madred says:
::gets into a position of comfort in the JT and starts scanning the bulk head:: CSO: What do you think?  Baryon Sweep?
OPS_Marti says:
*Modane*: I know but we have to evacuate everybody and deactivate the security procedures before the procedure takes place
CMO_Taurik says:
CO: Captain, I have the information you've requested.
CTO_Ian says:
CNS: I would understand that you would want to know what I have done, and I’d be suspicious too.
TO_Blair says:
::listens to OPS and prepares a plan in case of evacuation of decks.. ::
OPS_Marti says:
::thinks.. generally that's the last procedures before returning on the road and not the first::
CNS_Edge says:
CTO: Well I have a plan.
CO_Riker says:
CMO: Hold onto it for the time being.  We'll discuss it in my RR in a minute
CMO_Taurik says:
CO: Aye, sir.
XO_Madred says:
::looks at Modane waiting for a response::
Host Bob_AGM says:
THE AMOUNT OF BARYON ON THE HULL SUGGESTS THAT PERHAPS THE DESIGN IS CAUSING THE RAPID ACCUMULATION
CTO_Ian says:
CNS: yes
CNS_Edge says:
::taps his work console:: *CMO or MO*: Could you please join Mr. Connolly and I in my office? And please bring a blood tester.
CO_Riker says:
*XO*: Number 1, please report to my Ready Room.
XO_Madred says:
::taps a few commands into his tricorder:: CSO: These levels seem awfully high for such a new ship .....
CMO_Taurik says:
*CNS*: Acknowledged.
XO_Madred says:
::hears the com and looks around the cramped JT:: *CO*: Now sir?
TO_Blair says:
::sweeps a strand of hair out of her face::
CO_Riker says:
CMO: Please join me in my RR, Dr. Taurik
CTO_Ian says:
CNS: so your going to compare my genetics to the time when I came on board
CMO_Taurik says:
CO: Acknowledged.
XO_Madred says:
:;tries to turn around in the JT and has quite a bit of trouble::
CMO_Taurik says:
*CNS*: I will join you shortly, counselor.
CO_Riker says:
*XO*: It's not much important. Are you doing something important?
CMO_Taurik says:
::stands up::
TO_Blair says:
::all decks reporting in that their evacuation procedures are in place, just as they always are::
CNS_Edge says:
CTO: That is one of 2 steps ::smiles::
XO_Madred says:
*CO*: Well.... I am kinda tied up right now sir.  ::tries to squeeze past Modane in the Jeffries Tube with limited success::
CO_Riker says:
::stands up walks over to his RR ::
CMO_Taurik says:
::follows the captain::
OPS_Marti says:
*XO*: Situation report
CNS_Edge says:
::waits for someone from MED staff::
CO_Riker says:
*XO*: OK, continue on what you are doing.
CSO_Modan says:
:: speeds up :: XO: Where exactly are we going sir?
TO_Blair says:
::looks up as the Captain heads for his RR::
CTO_Ian says:
::pulls up his sleeve::
XO_Madred says:
::sighs and crumples to the floor of the JT:: CSO: I have no idea ....
OPS_Marti says:
*XO*: report
OPS_Marti says:
:: Monitoring Hull integrity ::
CO_Riker says:
FCO: Number 2, you have the Bridge.
CNS_Edge says:
::waits for someone from MED staff::
FCO_Tovik says:
CO: Aye Sir.
CSO_Modan says:
XO: Sir we should stop at the incoming junction.
TO_Blair says:
::brings up the statistics on the weapon systems to compare with last weeks reports::
XO_Madred says:
::looks at the CSO:: CSO: Mister Modane ..... I suggest we get back to the bridge.  This looks serious to me.
Udoit says:
::checking engineering schematics on problem with hull::
CSO_Modan says:
XO: Aye sir.
CO_Riker says:
::walks into the RR with the CMO behind him::
XO_Madred says:
::climbs slowly out of the JT and heads for the nearest TL::
TO_Blair says:
::the hulls problem seems to be getting worse.. She wonders who is taking care of it::
CMO_Taurik says:
::enters the RR after the captain::
FCO_Tovik says:
::sits in captain's chair::
CSO_Modan says:
:: follows the XO ::
XO_Madred says:
::steps into the TL and holds the door for Modane:: TL: Deck one.
CO_Riker says:
CMO: Have a seat, Dr. Taurik.
CMO_Taurik says:
::sits down in a seat across from the captain::
CSO_Modan says:
XO: thank you sir.
CSO_Modan says:
Computer: Deck 1.
CO_Riker says:
:: sits at the desk::
XO_Madred says:
::sighs deeply leaning against a bulkhead as the TL works its way up through the ship::
CO_Riker says:
CMO: Now, let's see the data.
CSO_Modan says:
Computer: increase turbolift speed by 10%.
Udoit says:
::checks databanks..::
Udidit says:
::...with all known viral disorders::
CNS_Edge says:
CTO: Looks like we need to skip the blood test. ::sighs::
XO_Madred says:
::steps out of the TL as it arrives on the bridge::
TO_Blair says:
::hears the TL coming to the bridge::
CMO_Taurik says:
CO: Here are all the files pertaining to CTO Connolly's Clone and last examination
XO_Madred says:
FCO: Report...... ::walks towards the Command deck::
CMO_Taurik says:
::hands the Data PADD to the Captain::
CSO_Modan says:
:; follows the XO and takes his station ::
TO_Blair says:
::nods at the CSO::
CO_Riker says:
:: takes the PADD and reviews the data::
CSO_Modan says:
XO: we should drop from warp soon, we are collecting too many baryon particles.
FCO_Tovik says:
XO: The Captain gave me the bridge, he is in the RR.
XO_Madred says:
::nods at the CSO::
CMO_Taurik says:
CO: I found it fascinating at the precision the clone was to the CTO.
XO_Madred says:
FCO: And our ETA to Starbase 173?
FCO_Tovik says:
XO: 25 hours, and 32 minutes.
XO_Madred says:
::looks at Tovik::
CO_Riker says:
CTO: Any noticeable changes between them?
CSO_Modan says:
XO: Baryon particles approaching danger limit.
Udoit says:
::sees a polarization effect taking effect on the hull::
TO_Blair says:
::glad they will be at the Starbase soon, as she wants to get some diagnostic work on the weapons::
CTO_Ian says:
CTO: are you talking to me sir?
CMO_Taurik says:
CO: The only noticeable change was done through medical scans.
XO_Madred says:
::sighs and holds his head in his hands:: All: Okay ....
CTO_Ian says:
CO: are you talking to me sir?
CNS_Edge says:
CTO: let us contact SFC and see if they can help shall we?
CMO_Taurik says:
CO: If the CTO wasn't injured before we discovered the clone, then we might never have distinguished the two, captain
XO_Madred says:
FCO: Advise Starbase 173 we will require an immediate Baryon sweep.
FCO_Tovik says:
XO: Aye Sir.
Host Bob_AGM says:
TIME PASSES AND THE GENEVA ARRIVES AT STAR SYSTEM THAT STARBASE 173 IS LOCATED IN
CO_Riker says:
CMO: Where are the 2 of them?
Udoit says:
*XO*: Bynars here..
CMO_Taurik says:
CO: The genuine CTO is currently under counsel by the Counselor. The clone of CTO whereabouts is unknown.
XO_Madred says:
FCO: Drop to full impulse.... Advise Starbase 173 of our imminent arrival.
Host SB says:
COM: GEN: This is Cmdr. Starr.
CNS_Edge says:
*CO*: Could I have comm link to SFC in my office sir.
XO_Madred says:
*CIV*: Go ahead ....
FCO_Tovik says:
COM: Starbase: Starbase 173, this is the U.S.S. Geneva, we are nearing you, when we arrive, we will need an immediate baryon sweep.
CSO_Modan says:
::scans the system ::
XO_Madred says:
::hears the comm::
TO_Blair says:
::looks up as a comm comes in::
Udoit says:
*XO*: We have a shift in the particles on the hull. It’s a polarization of the hull...
XO_Madred says:
*CIV*: Will it be a problem with the sweep?
Udidit says:
::like a reverse magnetism..::
CO_Riker says:
*CNS*: Granted, CNS.
Host SB says:
COM: GEN: You are cleared to dock at bay 17.  Understood Geneva, scan will be ready when you arrive.
FCO_Tovik says:
COM: SB: Thank you, Geneva out.
CNS_Edge says:
*CO*: aye
Udoit says:
*XO*: no....we think the Baryon sweep will stop the degradation....
XO_Madred says:
*All Hands*: Prepare to disembark from Geneva within the hour.  We will be conducting a thorough Baryon Sweep.
CSO_Modan says:
:: uploads evacuation procedures to all ship stations::
FCO_Tovik says:
XO: Sir, we are at full impulse.
CO_Riker says:
::listens to the all-call::
CNS_Edge says:
*BRIDGE*: Could I have comm link to SFC in my office sir. ::enters authorization code::
Udidit says:
*XO* we will work on the particle reversal afterwards.
XO_Madred says:
*CIV*: Excellent.... I would like the two of you to coordinate with the Starbase crews.
TO_Blair says:
::advises the security teams to make sure all are following the XO's orders::
CSO_Modan says:
XO: We should proceed on prepping the systems.
Host SB says:
COM: GEN: Let us know when all personnel have been cleared from the Geneva so we can begin the scans.
XO_Madred says:
:: glances back at Blair:: Blair: See to Mister Edgemoor's request.
CO_Riker says:
CMO: Is this everything we have?
FCO_Tovik says:
::prepares the helm for docking::
TO_Blair says:
XO: I am sorry sir.. I did not hear the CNS
CMO_Taurik says:
CO: Yes, captain. Unfortunately, my tricorder was destroyed when the AT was on the surface.
XO_Madred says:
TO: Arrange a secure comm line between Starfleet command and Mister Edgemoor's office.
CMO_Taurik says:
CO: All the data I had collected was lost.
XO_Madred says:
*CNS*: We are working on it.
CSO_Modan says:
XO: Sir, may I suggest summoning all the crew to prep the systems for the sweep.
TO_Blair says:
::takes a quick look at the file log and does what the CNS wanted:: *CNS*: you have it sir
CMO_Taurik says:
CO: All except the ones I recorded in my logs.
XO_Madred says:
::nods at Modane:: CSO: Done .....
Host SB says:
COM: CNS: This is Cmdr. Starr counselor, the channel is secure.
CSO_Modan says:
XO: May I go the computer core and coordinate from there sir?
CO_Riker says:
CMO: Do we know how the clone was made or even how it got onto the ship ?
CNS_Edge says:
COM: SFC: Admiral... sir this is Lt. JG Edgemoor of USS Geneva. I am investigating a mission of or CTO  ::sends info:: can you be of help?
CMO_Taurik says:
CO: Upon being questioned, CTO handed us these orders from SFC.
XO_Madred says:
CSO: Absolutely, Mister Modane.... Also, make sure your report is ready for Commander Liphils on the "Jello".
CMO_Taurik says:
::hands the Captain another data Padd::
CO_Riker says:
::takes the second Padd::
CSO_Modan says:
XO: The report has already been submitted sir.
CO_Riker says:
::reviews the Padd:
XO_Madred says:
Blair: Make sure the Ship is rigged for immediate evacuation.
CMO_Taurik says:
CO: These orders inform CTO not to discuss the clone or any other information pertaining to the clone.
Host Bob_AGM says:
<SFC> Comm: GEN: CNS: Counselor, I cannot disclose that information. However, your CTO has no entanglements with SCF, and so being clear for duty. Admiral Hanwright Out!
TO_Blair says:
XO: Already on it Sir.. but will double check all decks
CSO_Modan says:
XO: I could not do much as we did not have enough time to study this phenomenon.
XO_Madred says:
CSO: Understood.... Set up the field emitters around the computer core to make sure it will be protected during the sweep
CSO_Modan says:
XO: Aye. ::heads for TL ::
CNS_Edge says:
::screen goes out::
Udoit says:
::downloads all know data to the SB on hull condition.....Jello....::
Udidit says:
::and particle reversal....diagnostics and crew compliment..::
Host SB says:
::closes channel to Admiral;:
CO_Riker says:
CMO: OK.  I'm going to be looking into this.
CMO_Taurik says:
CO: Logically we can assume that the Klingons are involved somehow.
CSO_Modan says:
::enters Computer Core room and starts setting up the emitters ::
CO_Riker says:
CMO: How so?
CNS_Edge says:
::looks at the CTO:: CTO: You may return to your post.
CNS_Edge says:
CTO: Thank you
CMO_Taurik says:
CO: It was a Klingon ship that picked up CTO and the AT and transported the clone down to the surface.
TO_Blair says:
::all decks reporting back that evacuation is in hand and will run smooth::
CTO_Ian says:
CNS: thank you sir
Host Bob_AGM says:
THE GENEVA SLIPS QUIETLY INTO THE MOORING STATIONS OF THE SPACEDOCK AT THE LIMBER HANDLING BY THE FCO
XO_Madred says:
FCO: Verify that we are now on External power? Thrusters at Station keeping.....
FCO_Tovik says:
XO: We are docked sir.
FCO_Tovik says:
XO: verified Sir.
CNS_Edge says:
*CO*: Sir sending you COM from SFC, and I sent the CTO back to his post.
XO_Madred says:
::stands:: Blair: See to your crews ... and evacuate the ship.
CSO_Modan says:
*XO*: The computer core is secure sir, and reports are coming in all systems are secure.
TO_Blair says:
:;notifies all deck security personnel to begin :: XO: Yes sir
Host Bob_AGM says:
THE SPACEDOCK WORKBEES QUICKLY SURROUND THE GENEVA AND MAKE THE VARIOUS HOOKUPS FOR MAINTENANCE AND POWER
CTO_Ian says:
::reaches bridge and stands at station::
XO_Madred says:
FCO: Mister Tovik ...secure the bridge and then see to your teams. ::heads for the Ready Room::
CO_Riker says:
*CNS*: Aye, CNS.
FCO_Tovik says:
XO: aye sir.
CO_Riker says:
CMO: This is really strange.
CSO_Modan says:
*XO*: We are ready for system shut down.
XO_Madred says:
::passes through the door to the Ready Room:: *CSO*: Understood .... Assure that the Science Labs are prepped and then evacuate your teams.  ::glances up at the Doctor and Captain.
Udoit says:
::downloads final data configurations....::
TO_Blair says:
::Moves away from her console to look at Ian's closing down his.. and re-requests reports from the security teams::
Udidit says:
::readies for departure::
CMO_Taurik says:
CO: Agreed.
XO_Madred says:
CO: All Decks are readying for the evacuation sir.
CO_Riker says:
::looks up at the door::
CO_Riker says:
XO: OK, Number 1.
CNS_Edge says:
*XO*: The CTO is to return to his post. Be expecting him.
CO_Riker says:
CMO: We'll continue this.
CO_Riker says:
::stands up::
CTO_Ian says:
XO: reporting for duty
CMO_Taurik says:
::stands up::
XO_Madred says:
*CTO*: Understood.... Mister Connolly, please see Mister Blair for an update.
CO_Riker says:
CMO: Dismissed
CSO_Modan says:
*Sci Officers*: All science officers report to TR 1 for immediate evacuation.
CMO_Taurik says:
CO: Yes, captain.
Udoit says:
::heads for the TR::
CMO_Taurik says:
::exits the RR::
TO_Blair says:
XO: Decks are being evacuated smoothly.. Any further orders before I make my way to see that all is being done?
CMO_Taurik says:
::heads for sickbay::
CNS_Edge says:
*XO*: He is cleared of charges by SFC.
CO_Riker says:
CMO/XO: Shall we go?
CTO_Ian says:
TO: what is our current status
XO_Madred says:
::stares at the Captain wondering why he is just sitting there::
CSO_Modan says:
*XO*: The ship is down to skeleton crew sir.
XO_Madred says:
*CNS*: You will have to explain that one to me .....
CMO_Taurik says:
*CNS*: Will my services be required?
CO_Riker says:
::leaves the RR::
TO_Blair says:
CTO: Status.. we are evacuating the decks Ian .. all are about done.. would you care to take over the procedures?
XO_Madred says:
*CSO*: Understood.... advise senior officers to meet on the Starbase.
CTO_Ian says:
TO: no, you can continue
Udoit says:
::gets on pad........::
Udidit says:
::..stands by counterpart::
XO_Madred says:
::watches Peter walk right by him and .... gets confused .... follows behind him::
CNS_Edge says:
*CMO*: Not for the record, but at next crew exam, check his blood anyhow.
CSO_Modan says:
*SeniorOfficers*: All senior officers report to TR 3 for evacuation to the Starbase.
TO_Blair says:
::looks at Ian..:: CTO: and you  SIR.. what are you going to do... ::leans over and reads a report from deck 5::
CMO_Taurik says:
*CNS*: Acknowledged.
CO_Riker says:
::heads to the TL::
CMO_Taurik says:
::heads for TR3::
XO_Madred says:
:;steps into the TL right behind the Captain::
CO_Riker says:
::enters the TL with Jafo::
CTO_Ian says:
TO: I am just glad Starfleet helps me out when I need it
TO_Blair says:
::moves to the TL and hope they hold the door for her::
Udoit says:
::transported to Science Station to check downloads::
CO_Riker says:
*Computer*: Computer, TR 3
CMO_Taurik says:
::enters TR3::
TO_Blair says:
::taps her badge as she moves into the TL in the nick of time::
XO_Madred says:
::holds the door for Blair::
CSO_Modan says:
*XO*: Sir I will stay back and shut down all the systems before beaming down.
XO_Madred says:
TL: Deck 6 ......
FCO_Tovik says:
::leaves bridge and enters TL::
TO_Blair says:
::nods at XO:: XO: thank you sir.. ::taps..:: DECK4 :report
XO_Madred says:
*CSO*: Understood...... don't take too long.  ::checks his watch to see how long till the sweep::
FCO_Tovik says:
TL: TR3.
CMO_Taurik says:
::beams down to SB::
FCO_Tovik says:
::arrives at TR3::
XO_Madred says:
::arrives in TR 3 and glances around at the assembled crew noting a few missing and assumes they had already beamed down::
TO_Blair says:
::receives report:; XO Sir all but the remaining bridge crew are off the ship... and us of course
XO_Madred says:
Computer: Verify all crew have beamed off the Geneva?
CO_Riker says:
::TL comes to the TR deck; walks out of the TL::
FCO_Tovik says:
XO: Sir, are you ready to beam over?
XO_Madred says:
::nods at TO::
CSO_Modan says:
Computer: Shut down the Warp Core authorization Modane -Alpha 77.
XO_Madred says:
::holds up a hand for Mister Tovik::
TO_Blair says:
::stands with her hands clasped behind her back::
XO_Madred says:
<COMPUTER> XO: Soul remaining crew consists of senior staff.
CSO_Modan says:
<Computer> ::beeps ::
XO_Madred says:
::nods at Tovik and takes his place on the PADD:: *CSO*: You're it, Mister Modane.
XO_Madred says:
FCO: Energize ......
FCO_Tovik says:
::walks onto the transporter pad::
Udoit says:
::downloads all confirmed....::
Udidit says:
::..Disconnects data stream::
CSO_Modan says:
*XO*: Aye sir, I'll join you shortly.
FCO_Tovik says:
::him and XO beam over to the Starbase::
TO_Blair says:
::loves the rush of the transporter::
CSO_Modan says:
Computer: Activate filed emitters.
CSO_Modan says:
*SB*: Prepare to beam me down on my signal.
CO_Riker says:
::scene changes from the TR to white light then to the Starbase's TR::
Host Bob_AGM says:
THE ENTIRE CREW, INCLUDING THE SENIOR STAFF, WITH THE EXCLUSION OF MR. MODANE, BEAMS DOWN TO THE STARBASE
TO_Blair says:
::double checks the computer has counted every single person and see it still show Modane on the ship:: *CSO*: Modane.. are you about ready to come to the Starbase?
XO_Madred says:
::materializes on the Starbase and takes a quick head count:: CO: All Senior Staff accounted for, save Mister Modane.
CSO_Modan says:
Computer: Shut down the Computer Core authorization Modane -Alpha 77.
FCO_Tovik says:
::materializes in the SB TR::
Host Bob_AGM says:
THEY BEAM DOWN IN GROUPS OF SIX, FROM THE VARIOUS TRANSPORTER ROOMS
FCO_Tovik says:
::steps of the pad::
XO_Madred says:
::checks his watch::
CSO_Modan says:
::checks for full system shut down ::
CMO_Taurik says:
::sees the senior staff of the Geneva materialize::
CTO_Ian says:
::steps on pad::
CO_Riker says:
XO: Noted.  I hope that he gets out in time.
CSO_Modan says:
*SB*: I am ready to beam down.
CTO_Ian says:
::beams out and materializes on base::
TO_Blair says:
XO: Sir Modane has not arrived and did not answer my hail
XO_Madred says:
::nods at the CO::
XO_Madred says:
TO: He was shutting down the Computer Systems.  I am sure he will be along shortly.
CSO_Modan says:
::beams to the SB ::
TO_Blair says:
::nods at him..::
XO_Madred says:
::sees a log of Mister Modane's beam down ..... it looks ..... wrong::
TO_Blair says:
::catches the XO’s look:: XO: Sir, anything wrong?
CSO_Modan says:
:: rematerializes on the SB transporter padd ::
XO_Madred says:
::hears his watch beep as the Baryon Sweep can be seen being activated at the nacelle end of the Ship:: TO: Nothing, Blair ... sure it is just the Baryons.
XO_Madred says:
::sees Modane materialize and nods at him::
CSO_Modan says:
:: steps down from the Padd and rejoins the Senior staff ::
TO_Blair says:
::gives him a frown:: XO: Yes sir..  ::looks over at the CSO:  CSO: Glad you could make it.. sir
CSO_Modan says:
CO: The ship is safe and secure sir.
CO_Riker says:
CSO: Welcome, Mr. Modane.  Thank you
CSO_Modan says:
::nods at TO ::
CTO_Ian says:
XO: I haven’t seen the every one beam over yet
Udoit says:
::standing...staring at the Baryon configuration::
TO_Blair says:
::stands away from the others wondering why she had been so nervous about it::
XO_Madred says:
::watches out a window as the sweep starts:: CTO: The Computer has accounted for the full crew.
TO_Blair says:
::goes over to the CTO:: CTO: welcome back sir.. any specific orders while we are here at the Starbase?
CO_Riker says:
XO: Is everyone off the ship?
CTO_Ian says:
TO: just relax
XO_Madred says:
CO: Computer has verified all crew off the ship, sir.
Host Bob_AGM says:
THE COMPUTER REPORTS THAT ALL PERSONNEL ARE NOW SAFELY OFF THE GENEVA AND THE BARYON SWEEP CAN BEGIN
XO_Madred says:
All: Well don't just stand there.... You look like a Cadet Review.
FCO_Tovik says:
XO: Aye
CMO_Taurik says:
XO: Curious...
TO_Blair says:
CTO: relax Ian.. ? ::walks away::
Host Bob_AGM says:
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